
has to change the content type to maximize monetization on YouTube. Her Substack is 
entirely segmented from the rest and is focused on the art of comedy writing and notes 
on her ongoing events. She also has a Patreon with 300 major fans paying an average of 
$8 a month for benefits like special merch, discounted tickets to her shows, and early 
pitches of jokes.

While she owns the intellectual property of her content, she can’t really stop anyone from 
stealing her skits and jokes, let alone reposting her videos on other platforms she doesn’t 
control. This limits her organic growth, as they rarely credit Alice's TikTok where she has 
most of her following and she can't be on all platforms at once.

She hears about NFTs and learns she wants to get involved. But the obstacles are daun-

The Creator Dilemma

Digital Creators bring joy to billions of users across social media and content platforms. As they 
generate this content and develop their own digital persona(s), communities naturally form 
around the creator. To cover the business side of the platforms hosting and streaming this 
content, we see convoluted price tiers and ad markets form that add layers of friction between 
creator and community. In percentage terms, creators are regularly under-rewarded for what they 
bring to platforms (i.e., the eyeballs that see the ads and the people attached who buy things). 
YouTube, TikTok, Snapchat, and other platforms are waking up to this problem and setting expli-
cit targets on how they funnel value back to the creators who are fundamental to their platform’s 
growth.

Unfortunately, these platforms are fragmented and often block community-building activities that 
would reduce the creator's reliance on them (and thus add friction to the creator-community 
relationship). These are most obvious to creators who have tried to get off platforms and gene-
rate their own stream of value from their content. Exporting historical content, collecting contact 
info (e.g., email), sorting followers into tiers, and setting up pricing and payments infrastructure 
for more access to the creator often require 3rd party extensions or entirely new platforms (e.g., 
Patreon). The creator must effectively start their community from scratch (see the TikTok – 
Instagram gap, where creators often have 10-100x more followers on 1 platform versus the 
other). In addition to all this, none of the platforms are equipped to handle cross-platform intellec-
tual property protection; and many platforms even struggle to ensure creator identities are not 
copy/paste abused to scam their communities.

Web3 can help
Web3 tools, like non-fungible tokens (NFTs), are changing this dynamic- giving creators more 
control over their work. Blockchains are not only decentralized and credibly neutral payments 
infrastructure. They are also data availability layers. An NFT can store (or link to) a picture, easily 
rendering on any website that pings any one of thousands of blockchain nodes holding the 
token's data. Ownership of these NFTs can be easily verified, again, pinging any of thousands of 
nodes holding the information or the dozens of aggregators that make this data trivial to access.
This open access to data is unparalleled in web2. YouTube doesn’t play nice with Instagram 
which doesn’t play nice with TikTok. There’s no interoperability, no data availability. There’s just 
friction.
What these platforms do well is allow the mixing of communities in one place, so that creators 
can "cross-pollinate" and grow their communities synergistically. For the creators, this comes at 
an immense cost.
Creators are shifting to web3 en masse. They know NFTs give them the flexibility to set their own 
prices & access tiers while giving them critical data on their community (e.g., who’s in it). They 
know the blockchain gives them credibly neutral payments infrastructure and can store their 
content (or at least links to it) long-term. They know web3 is reducing their current platform 
friction. But web3 is creating new friction in its place.

There are still problems

Consider Alice. Alice is a writer and stand-up comic in NYC. She has 1.3M TikTok 
followers, 200,000 Instagram followers, and 35,000 subscribers on YouTube. She also 
has a SubStack with 8,000 subscribers. Her TikToks are generally easy to re-post to 
Instagram reels, but she needs to stitch together multiple for YouTube and realistically 
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1. Make a blockchain wallet, e.g., 
downloading MetaMask.

3. Bring the crypto to the wallet (don’t 
get scammed or lose your private key!)

4 .Select a data storage solution 
like IPFS or Arweave to host her 

content long-term

5. Find a minting service that can link the 
IPFS hashes to the NFT Token URI so that 
the NFTs actually link to the short skits.

6. Pay the fees for all the above.

7. List the NFTs on a marketplace.

8. Direct her community off the 
platforms to the marketplace.

9. Help her community do steps (1), 
(2), and (3) so they can buy her 

NFTs.

10. Continue in cross-platform mar-
keting of people to her NFTs while

managing a new community of true 
believers (who purchased the NFTs)
and growing that community while 

still producing new content.

2. Register with a central exchange to 
bridge fiat to crypto, e.g., Coinbase.
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Entering the NFT market is full of friction. Why can’t you just reach your audience where they 
already are? And when Facebook/Instagram does come out with their NFT marketplace, will it 
play nice with YouTube?
There are some solutions to some of these problems. The NFT space has realized that market-
place fragmentation is a public bad. Aggregators like Gem.xyz and Genie.xyz are making it easy 
to find NFT listings across marketplaces and Layer 0 is even creating chain interoperability proto-
cols so NFTs can be multichain too. But problems remain.

Click solves the creator dilemma
Click aggregates content across the creator's chosen platforms and abstracts away the web3 
so creators can focus on their community. Click bridges the gaps between social media, NFT 
creation, IP rights, NFT marketplaces, and web3 wallets to create an all-in-one aggregated 
experience for creators and communities.
The beauty of web3 is there already exists robust, battle-tested infrastructure for Alice's tasks 
and they are interoperable. We’re already seeing NFT Marketplaces like OpenSea integrate tools 
like Moonpay to smooth out NFT purchasing from fiat (although where the NFT lives after a 
newbie makes a credit card purchase is still a bit underdeveloped).
Click will be the first NFT marketplace that solves create2earn end to end.

1. Click will interface with blockchain wallets for users – 
allowing social recovery, 2FA, and modern account UX.

2. Click will accept fiat payments, e.g., credit card and ACH in 
addition to crypto.

3. Click will handle crypto conversion with jurisdiction-specific 
vendors.
4. Click handles decentralized persistent storage with IPFS.

5. Click makes minting smooth via social media integration 
(automatically prep content to be an NFT including listing 
automation, IP protection, and fraud detection, among other 
benefits).

6. Click covers on-chain mints of all purchased NFTs within our 
standard sales fee.

7. Click will maintain its own on-chain NFT marketplace(s) in 
addition to integrating with NFT aggregators.

8. Click enables creators to direct their communities to a 
collector-specific profile for purchasing NFTs.

9. Click supports an integrated social media experience for all: 
creators, promoters, and collectors with in-app feeds sourcing 
content, benefits to promoters for assisting in connecting 
creators to collectors, and an interoperable gallery design for 
collectors to display their collection.

10. Click will sync communities and integrate with on-chain 
communication tools to smooth coordination of collectors by 
creators.
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How Click works
Alice signs up for CLICK and integrates her Instagram accounts. She chooses to set automation 
such that any post with a hashtag of #Click2Buy is eligible for her Click auto-mint settings. Click 
takes all the relevant metadata directly from Instagram including dynamic metadata such as 
likes, number of comments, shares, etc. She posts a picture of herself on stage with a joke 
caption. Click applies several image models to ensure the uniqueness of the image and apply for 
IP rights; then keeps both the Instagram link and a copy of the image to prep an NFT accordingly.

Bob sees Alice’s post on Instagram and loves it. He sees that an official copy of Alice’s work is for 
sale on her Click profile. He isn’t web3 savvy and doesn’t have his own crypto wallet to sign in with 
and mint the official NFT. So, he signs up for Click, which spins up a web3 wallet for him; uses a 
fiat/crypto partner within the interface/app to load his wallet balance, and makes the purchase. 
Click mints the NFT for Alice, lists it in the Click exchange, and initiates a buy from Bob’s new 
wallet filled with new crypto. Gas fees are included in the spread and a marketplace fee is 
assessed. Bob can display his NFT in his Click gallery and anywhere else that can read the public 
blockchain holding his NFT. Bob can also choose to follow Alice's content from other platforms 
she integrates with the app, and utilize Click's features to more fully join her community.

Creators create content on the platforms they are used 
to using. A simple hashtag or similar signal triggers that 
content to be held ClickNFT database available for a 
collector to purchase it. Alternatively, the Creator may 

place it «on-chain» inmediately

App users can bring their crypto wallet to use a generated one tied to their traditional email/password account. 
Fiat and Crypto exchanges flow via wallets, bank accounts, etc. via the Partner.

Creator
Collector

Content

Collector finds content on the platforms they are used 
to using. Finding content with the hashtag or other 
signal, they can go to the creator’s profile and see a link 

to their Click collection and make a purchase.

If the collector is using credit card or similar payment, it 
is routed to a Flat/Crypto Exchange Partner to fill their 

wallet with crypto for purchase.

Jurisdiction Specific Fiat/Crypto Exchange Partner

NFTs are placed on-chain by creators upon purchase. NFT sales happen on-chain via the ClickNFT Marketplace 
Smart Contract.

Fees go to $CLICK Community $CLICK
Stakers

NFT goes to Collector’s WalletProceeds go to Creator’s Wallet

Wallet Management Service

Public Blockchain, e.g., Polygon.

Public Blockchain, e.g., Polygon.

Click: Full Maturity Vision
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Click is the fun way to create, share, own, and earn from digital content.

Tokenomics
Click, as most web3 companies, intends to launch a token to bootstrap the community growth. 
The $CLICK token will evolve as the business model reaches its full maturity across 3 phases.

Phase I – Governance

The Click application will initially be run by a centralized group to manage cloud costs, growth 
marketing, operations, etc. It will use an internal blockchain infrastructure for account registra-
tion, data storage, and NFT exchange. Users will transact in the application using traditional tools: 
bank accounts, Stripe, credit card, etc. Click will act as the wallet management service and keep 
all transactions in fiat, without using a fiat/crypto exchange partner.

NFTs will be minted on a public blockchain only upon purchase. For security reasons around 
storing account-private key pairs, these NFTs will be kept in a Click-controlled set of public 
blockchain wallets with an internal ledger for assigning ownership (this ownership will be publicly 
visible via Click profiles for users).

An airdrop of the $CLICK token will be used to incentivize growth, community participation, and 
in-app rewards. Incentives of $CLICK for the liquidity of $CLICK/USDC will be provided so users 
can enter/exit the ecosystem on-chain.

Phase II – Revenue

In phase two the Click infrastructure will modularize and the $CLICK token will be stake-able for 
revenue share from marketplace fees.

A Click marketplace contract will be launched so that all NFT exchanges happen directly 
on-chain.

Click will partner with wallet management services (e.g., web3auth.io ) to decrease the centrali-
zation risk of managing user account / private key pairs, and use a jurisdiction-specific strategy 
for fiat/crypto on/off ramps via 3rd parties to decrease the centralization risk of AML/KYC  being 
held exclusively at Click.

Once a jurisdiction has its partners determined, Click will begin moving users to a 1:1 account-pri-
vate key pair managed by the wallet management service. Click will move NFTs held by Click to 
their rightful owners, making this ownership clearly visible on-chain in addition to the Click 
profiles for users.

All transactions will be done on-chain via the Click marketplace contract, which will allow crea-
tors in Click to access even wider audiences than just their communities, while still being fully 
abstracted away from the web3 complexities. This gives creators the best of both worlds- they 
retain their web2 communities and social media’s reach capabilities, while building direct finan-
cial value from and with their community.

Revenue from marketplace fees, coinciding with decreasing cloud and infrastructure costs  will 
enable an explosion of value flow to $CLICK stakers, of which, Click the organization and its 
investors will be sizeable holders. 
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Click is the fun way to create, share, own, and earn from digital content.

Summary

Click brings the power of blockchain technology to the masses. It helps creators meet their com-
munities where they’ve already built them (e.g., Instagram); integrates content cross-platform 
into a smooth web3 experience; abstracts the user away from the blockchain via managed 
wallets; interoperates with other web3 protocols (e.g., marketplace aggregators); and simplifies 
the sharing of digital experiences for creators, promoters, and collectors.
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